
KALITA WAVE FOR SINGLE CUP
This recipe will yield a 10oz cup of brewed coffee.

THE TOOLS

1. Heat the water to 195-205ºF.
2. Weigh out 20 grams of coffee and grind to the size of kosher sea salt.
3. Set the Kalita Wave on your favorite mug, Mason jar or fancy coffee
    server. Place the filter inside the brewer and pour water quickly into
    the center, avoiding the sides; this will help the filter keep its shape.
    When the filter is rinsed and drained, lift the brewer and dump the rinse
    water. Place brewer and vessel on the scale, add the ground coffee
    and tare. Shake a little to get a nice flat coffee bed.
4. Start the timer and pour 45-50 grams of water slowly onto the coffee
    until there are no more dry grounds. If you’re using fresh coffee,
    it will puff up.
5. At 30 seconds, begin pouring in a clockwise motion at a quick and
    even pace until the scale reads 130 grams. This pour should take about
    8 seconds. Let the water drain slightly. At 1:00 add another 50-60 grams
    of water. Do the same at 1:30 and again at 2:00. At 2:30, slowly pour
    along the top edge of the filter, washing those “high and dry” grounds
    into the main coffee bed. Keep pouring until you reach 300 grams.
6. The coffee should finish brewing around 3:30. Did it brew too
    quick? Fine the grind. Too slow? Coarsen!
7. Remove the brewer and toss the filter.
8. Stop... COFFEE TIME!! 

Kalita Wave
Kalita Wave filter to
match (#185 or #155)
Burr grinder
Timer

Scale w/ gram setting
Swan neck kettle w/ filtered water
Delicious, freshly roasted whole
bean coffee from your friends at
Dogwood Coffee
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For more detailed instructions and information
on brewing ratios etc., please visit:
http://www.dogwoodcoffee.com
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